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Clean energy research and development (R and D) leading to commercial

technologies is vital to economic development, technology competitiveness,

and reduced environmental impact. Over the past 30 years, such efforts have

advanced technology performance and reduced cost by leveraging network

effects and economies of scale. After demonstrating promise in applied R andD,

successful clean energy and energy efficiency technologies are incorporated

into an initial product sold by the private sector. Despite its importance,

processes by which first commercialization occurs are difficult to generalize

while capturing specific insights frompractitioners inmarkets and technologies.

This paper presents a policy-focused qualitative assessment of the first

commercialization of four diverse energy technologies: thin film

photovoltaics, wind turbine blades, dual-stage refrigeration evaporators, and

fuel cells for material handling equipment. Each technology presents distinct

value propositions, markets, and regulatory drivers. The case studies indicate

three common characteristics of successful first commercialization for new

energy technologies: 1) good fit between the technology, R&D infrastructure,

and public-private partnership models; 2) high degree of alignment of

government regulations and R&D priorities with market forces; and 3)

compatibility between time scales required for R&D, product development,

and opportunities. These findings may inform energy investment decision-

making, maximize benefits from R&D, and advance the transition to a low-

emission future.
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Introduction

Innovations in energy technologies are needed to mitigate the

worst effects of climate change, improve resilience (DOE, 2020),

and confer other benefits (Fuss et al., 2014; Hao, 2022). In energy,

similar to all business sectors, market forces drive innovation

(Perez, 2002; Holmqvist, 2004; Markman et al., 2009), with

governments mitigating risk for initial investments and

addressing problems that markets cannot address themselves

(Janeway, 2012). Private sector commercializing of

innovations, i.e., achieving financial benefits by selling

useful and new developments, often depends on success in

niche segments before expanding (Porter, 2002). This pattern

is particularly true for technologies that improve sustainability,

for which robust sociotechnical models and research exists

(Geels, 2010; Smith et al., 2010; Jørgensen, 2012; Geels, 2018;

Geels, 2019; Geddes and Schmidt, 2020). However, there are

limits to these general theories, and specific, practical case

studies are important complements to assess such transitions

(Kanger, 2021).

The specific barriers to commercializing new renewable

power, sustainable transportation, and energy efficiency

technologies present unique challenges. Such technologies

often compete with mature incumbents (Bonvillian and

Weiss, 2015), including hydrocarbon, nuclear, and earlier-

generation clean technologies (Sivaram, 2017) in

fragmented, regulated markets (Energy Gov, 2020a).

Moreover, clean and efficient energy technologies are at

varying stages of development Wind and solar are fully

mature and commercialized (Balachandra et al., 2010)

while carbon capture and utilization (Sanchez and

Kammen, 2016) is neither. Investment needs for

technologies at different stages and shortfalls described as

“valley(s) of death” are well described (Clyde et al., 1996;

Brown et al., 2007); yet, relative to many externally funded

businesses, clean energy companies have considerable time

(Balachandra et al., 2010) and capital requirements, which

limit their growth rates and/or profit margins (Powell et al.,

2015) and make for poor fits with most venture capital

(Gaddy et al., 2017).

To lower barriers to clean and efficient energy technology

development and commercialization, governments have had

roles in energy innovation as sponsors, partners, regulators,

customers, or some combination (Fuchs, 2010; Bonvillian,

2018; Kattel and Mazzucato, 2018). Governments have

directly influenced technology commercialization (Zahra and

Nielsen, 2002) via policy, including regulations, tariffs, taxes,

rebates (Bronzini and Piselli, 2016); legal fines and court rulings;

research funding (Azoulay et al., 2018; Goldstein et al., 2020); and

by being a critical first customer for a new technology. Studies

spanning many countries have explored the impact of

government on technology commercialization extensively (de

Almeida, 1998; Foxon et al., 2005; Yeh, 2007; Mazzucato, 2013;

Tse and Oluwatola, 2015; Lewis et al., 2017) including

comparative studies of impact (Popp, 2016; Goldstein et al.,

2020; Popp et al., 2020). The public sector has also stimulated

commercialization indirectly by supporting an “innovation

ecosystem,” or R&D infrastructure that promotes cooperation

and open shared resources between public (Anadon et al., 2016)

and private (Oh et al., 2016; Pinto, 2020) organizations. In some

situations, researchers have argued the impact of government

policy on technology development has been equal to or greater

than prices and market forces (Wiser, 2000; Jacobsson and

Lauber, 2006).

The rate of technology development and diffusion also

depends on business factors, including the stage of

commercialization for investment (Nevens et al., 1990;

Murphy et al., 2003), corporate culture (Nevens et al.,

1990; Treacy and Wiersema, 2007), and management focus

(Buckley-Golder et al., 1984; Christensen, 2015). For clean

and efficient energy technologies, increased attention to

environmental and social impacts has helped attract capital,

though such impacts have been insufficient to entirely realign

investor priorities (Balachandra et al., 2010) or customers’

tolerance for cost or technology risk (Gompers and Lerner,

2001; Brown et al., 2007; Verbruggen et al., 2010; Gross et al.,

2018). In practice, adoption of new technology occurs only if it

presents value that is unavailable elsewhere (von Hippel,

1988).

Considering the intense and diverse risks entailed by any

business operation (Hall and Woodward, 2010) and especially

new ventures (Linton and Walsh, 2003; Popp et al., 2020), the

barrier to technology diffusion decreases once a successful

product exists. This fact highlights the importance of the

initial private sector commercialization of clean and efficient

energy technologies, and the paths these technologies take to

their respective first markets may therefore contain insights for

clean tech commercialization.

The purpose of this policy and practice review paper is to

evaluate the conditions and identify generalizable approaches

for successful first commercialization of clean energy

technologies, a rarely studied phase of research and

demonstration and a technology sector of considerably less

focus in the literature compared to consumer products. The

paper seeks to inform research investment by government

program managers and industry decision-makers for

technology commercialization in order to advance the

transition to a low-emission future. To that end, this work

presents four case studies detailing public-private partnerships

that resulted in clean energy and energy efficient technology

commercialization. While case study papers typically focus on a

single technology or technology type, this paper uses

diverse case studies to identify key details of the

technologies’ transition from lab to first market with

emphasis on the enabling factors of the innovation and the

market landscape that led to initial success.
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The paper does not cover later developments of these

technologies toward full market acceptance, nor does it

address current early or pre-commercial technologies; instead,

the case studies focus on the critical period between advanced

research demonstrations and first commercial market success.

Common features relevant to broader decision-making in R&D

and commercialization processes were identified across the case

studies, drawing on primary sources and interviews with

government program managers and industry partners that

were involved in the adoption of these technologies. The

conclusions present specific approaches for key stakeholders

involved in energy technology

commercialization—government research program managers,

technology developers, and business decision makers—to

further energy technology development and commercialization

initiatives.

Methodology

The data and arguments put forth in this analysis came from

primary sources based on a case study approach. These sources

include one-on-one and panel interviews from subject matter

experts who hold or have held critical leadership roles and

contributed to the development of their respective

technologies, and four workshops (one on each technology)

conducted with government research sponsors. Over

50 experts contributed input over 6 months in mid-2020,

including key individuals from the companies involved, their

research partners from national laboratories, and the

government program managers for each technology (see list of

names in the Acknowledgements). The government subject

matter experts included the U.S.-based program managers

responsible for establishing targets and overseeing technology

research programs in these specific areas. Industry partners and

research collaborators interviewed were involved in the

technology development and the relevant public-private

partnerships. All participants were from the United States

with one exception from Europe.

The case studies selected originated from the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and

Renewable Energy’s (EERE) portfolio of investments. The

following criteria were used to select the cases for this paper:

• Diversity of technology type within the broad category of

clean energy and energy efficiency. Selected technologies

covered renewable energy generation, energy efficiency,

and transportation-related equipment that are

implemented by power developers and manufacturers

with the end users being power companies, industrial

operators, and general consumers. This diversity enabled

exploration of various drivers of first commercialization of

dissimilar technologies and applications.

• Diversity of commercialization approaches and strategies.

Selected technologies were commercialized by both start-

ups and established companies as completely new

technologies to the market, major changes to an existing

technology, and efficiency enhancements largely invisible

to the consumer. This diversity enabled exploration of

approaches to first commercialization by different types

of organizations based on a variety of policy and market

drivers.

• Fully commercialized technology. Technologies that had

achieved market success enabled identification of the

pathways and elements around first commercialization,

rather than selecting technologies that were still in

development and had not completed their early

commercial stage. This was a relatively small subset of

technologies with a few caveats, as elaborated below.

Data for these case studies came from internal program

metrics, contracts with industry, patent portfolios, published

research papers, and government documents that recorded

industry interviews and collaborations (and the terms and

conditions that are associated with these interactions).

Targeted interviews with questionnaires prepared for each

technology were conducted with program managers, industry

management, and researchers who were participants in the

technology development at the time. Generalized energy

technology development approaches were derived from these

primary data collection sources through careful evaluation by

case study participants and the authors. Specific source materials

and interviews are referenced within each of the case studies

presented in section 3.

Note that there are several areas of constraint within this

study. First, the technologies selected for the case studies all

reached some level of commercial success, although limited in

some cases, since the focus is on first successful

commercialization. As with any program directed toward

high-risk innovation, many clean energy and energy efficiency

technologies supported by government programs never move

beyond the lab or demonstration stage or are partially

commercialized before failure to fully reach the market

(Mufson, 2011; Kao, 2013). This paper focuses on success

factors, whereas limits to success represent an area for future

evaluation. Second, there is no counterfactual data on the

development of these specific technologies without the

involvement of DOE. So, the findings may be relevant to

specific circumstances for U.S. government R&D programs

and not universal strategies as every technology’s path to

commercialization differs. Third, the study’s data and

information were largely historically collected, not on-going

real-time data collection during the development of a

portfolio of technologies. This also represents a future area of

study for new research and commercialization investments that

is briefly discussed in the Conclusions.
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Research and commercialization case
studies

This section presents summaries and key findings pertinent

to the development of four technologies—thin film photovoltaic

solar panels, highly efficient wind turbine blades, dual-stage

refrigeration evaporators, and fuel cells for material handling

equipment—with generalized findings in section 4.

Thin film solar photovoltaics

Thin film cadmium telluride (CdTe) photovoltaic (PV)

modules became a commercial product after nearly 30 years

of R&D and collaboration among national labs, universities,

and private companies (Cheese et al., 2016). This case study

focuses on the commercialization success of the company First

Solar, which benefited from U.S. DOE solar research, directly

received DOE funding in research partnerships in the

1980s–2000s, and subsequently led cost reductions for PV

module commercialization (Hegedus and Luque, 2005; Scheer

and Schock, 2011; Cheese et al., 2016). This case study argues

that addressing regulatory needs within this thin film PV

technology’s first major market and establishing a proven

product at a price and time for a market that was ready for

it, led to its early success.

DOE collaboration generated an innovation ecosystem of

thin film PV research that made key advances in CdTe PV

technology by funding universities and industrial partnerships

from the late 1980s to early 2000s, primarily through programs at

the DOE’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). An

early notable advance during this period was the demonstration

of 15.8% cell efficiency (a record at the time) (Britt and Ferekides,

1993) using a cadmium chloride (CdCl2) heat treating process

(US Patent 4873198). First Solar co-developed a high-rate vapor

transport deposition manufacturing technique (US 5945163) to

produce CdTe-based panels at a larger scale—an alternative to

the slower, costlier close space sublimation manufacturing

process. With suitable device efficiency and scalable

manufacturing procedures in place, R&D focus shifted to

testing and validation of product reliability. First Solar used

testing standards, product quality certifications, and outdoor

testing facilities funded by DOE and led by Arizona State

University and NREL to prove by 2003 that its modules were

ready to enter the solar market. Figure 1 shows a 0.6-kW CdTe

test array at NREL’s outdoor testing facility, as well as the

structure of a CdTe solar cell.

First Solar entered Germany’s major solar market in the

2000s. To do this, First Solar’s modules needed to meet energy

performance and regulatory requirements, which included

electronic waste regulation and restrictions on the use of

certain toxic substances like cadmium (Directive 2002/96/EC,

2003). In 2004, the European Union (EU) Commission

evaluated these policies through a workshop on life-cycle

analysis and recycling and disseminated DOE-funded

research on CdTe from the DOE’s PV Environmental

Health and Safety Assessment and Assistance Center at

Brookhaven National Laboratory. This effort helped resolve

concerns about emissions and recyclability of CdTe PV

modules with independent, peer-reviewed studies. Later in

2004, First Solar secured its first contract for its compound

thin semiconductor modules in the German PV market—a

commercial turning point for CdTe pV. In 2005, First Solar

announced a module takeback and recycling program to

respond to evolving EU policy directives. These efforts

helped communicate First Solar’s responsiveness to

regulatory issues, and they addressed public perception of

risk sufficiently to access key markets.

FIGURE 1
A 0.6 kW First Solar CdTe PV test array installed June 1995 at NREL’s Outdoor Test Facility (A) and CdTe PV cell structure (B).
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CdTe modules are less efficient than silicon-based

panels, but owing to their reduced manufacturing costs,

they led the lowest price per watt from the mid-2000s

until the mid-2010s (Figure 2) (First Solar Inc, 2020;

Fraunhofer Institute of Solar Energy Systems, 2020; Mints,

2020). Significant demand for photovoltaics in the European

market during this time coincided with insufficient

residual wafers from integrated circuit silicon, as well as a

temporary shortage in polysilicon, which were used to

make silicon solar photovoltaics (Photon Energy Group,

2020).

Key Findings: The thin film solar PV case study identified the

successful use of three key commercialization strategies:

development of technology with many commercially relevant

inputs through public/private partnerships, alignment of set

technology cost goals and product development that

achieved them, and timing compatibility of technology

readiness and market opportunity. In this case,

government funding over decades enabled foundational

materials research and consistent testing standards, that

could be taken up by industry as the technology neared

commercial readiness. Chance also favored a prepared

company with the right product at the right time: CdTe

photovoltaics of proven reliability were a lower-cost

replacement in a clean energy market with an open

window of opportunity, allowing the early commercialization

success of this solar technology.

Wind blade improvements

Between 1995 and 2008, a funded ecosystem of universities,

national labs, and private companies pursued advances in wind

turbine blade design agnostic to a specific approach or design

solution. This initiative was conceived and managed by Sandia

National Laboratories, in partnership with NREL, and

culminated in innovations that substantially increased

adoption of wind energy and decreased the levelized cost of

electricity (LCOE) for wind (Larwood et al., 2014). From 2009

through 2018, wind energy prices, as indicated by executed

power purchase agreements, decreased by over 60% (R. Wiser

et al., 2021), holding steady from 2018 to 2021. Although

several factors contributed, wind subject matter experts

identify improved blade designs as one of the largest

innovation factors contributing to wind energy technology

cost reductions during this period. This case considers blade

design advances and the enabling R&D environment that

ultimately led to LCOE improvements, and thus to early

market success.

Historically, blade lengths have increased over time to

capture more energy. With traditional blade designs, the

corresponding increase in the blade mass incurred costs

not justified by the associated increase in energy capture.

The longer, heavier blades resulted in higher loads and

increased cost throughout the turbine system. The

exploration in the early 2000s of blade design advances for

wind turbine system optimization led to the development of

turbine blades with flat backs and bend-twist coupling

geometries. These two separate innovations, developed in

parallel, allowed for significantly longer blades and thus

more energy delivered by each turbine without

compromising reliability.

The bend-twist innovation is an inherent structural design

for blades to twist as they experienced a wind gust, thus

passively reducing the pitch of the blade and lowering the

load (Figure 3). This technology was much simpler in

concept and operation than contemporary suggestions to

change blade pitch with active aerodynamic control devices

requiring multiple actuators and moving parts. The flat-back

design creates a structurally enhanced portion of the blade

closest to the connection to the hub by flattening the trailing

edge while the outboard portion remains shaped like a

traditional airfoil. Flat-back blades balance ease of

manufacturing, aerodynamic performance, and structural

strength while reducing weight and enabling a longer, more

reliable blade (Miller et al., 2018).

The combination of bend-twist and flat-back design enabled

longer blades with less mass (Paquette and Veers, 2009). Figure 4

FIGURE 2
First Solar’s production, capacity, and manufacturing cost
enabled a decrease in module prices to levels lower than silicon
module costs during an increase in polysilicon spot prices (which
signaled underlying polysilicon market trends), producing a
serendipitous window for CdTe module market entry. Cost per
watt adjusted to be real values for 2019. Data sources: (Bernreuter
Research, 2020; First Solar Inc, 2020; Photon Energy Group,
2020).
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illustrates industry trends in rotor mass and diameter before and

after the bend-twist and flat-back innovations (Thewindpower,

2020).

The genesis of these design concepts was in the aerospace

industry, and academic papers and presentations in open fora

documented their innovative extension to wind turbine blades.

As the flat-back and bend-twist designs proved out in the R&D

ecosystem, private companies adapted the innovations to their

own proprietary blades and analysis tools. There were no patents

protecting the fundamental applications to wind blades. There

were, however, demanding engineering and manufacturing

requirements, especially for bend-twist blades, which deterred

smaller and less engineering-focused firms. The twin

considerations of intellectual property and engineering

complexities have shifted focus in the wind turbine industry

away from patents toward trade secrets and the development of

proprietary internal computational design and analysis tools.

Ultimately, industry responsiveness to flat-back and bend-twist

coupled blade designs led to innovations that were commercially

successful in first markets and, combined with related supporting

design tools, drove diversity in blades across the industry, serving

as differentiators across companies.

Key Findings: Public-private partnerships that connect

universities and private companies with national lab research

infrastructure, along with a selectively open approach to

intellectual property, spurred the development of advanced

wind blade designs. In this case, government played a

convening role for innovation in a nascent industry and

funded shared research user facilities. In turn, the wind

turbine industry successfully commercialized the resulting

advanced engineering designs that overcome the tradeoff

between rotor diameter and mass inherent to incumbent

technologies. The resulting decrease in LCOE, which wind

technologists estimate to be nearly 33%, enabled significant

wind power expansion post-2008 and led to a worldwide

market over $100 billion per year (Global Wind Energy

Council, 2019). Given that most major commercial turbines

now use elements of flat-back and/or bend twist innovation in

FIGURE 3
Digital rendering of a modern bend-twist flat backed wind turbine blade. Cross sectional view of the flat back is seen in the upper left corner.

FIGURE 4
Rotor mass in tons vs rotor diameter in meters for Siemens
wind turbine products with trend lines fit before (blue triangles)
and after (green circles) the adoption of bend-twist coupling and
flatback airfoils (2008). Significant reduction in scaling trends
enables larger rotors and lower levelized cost of energy. Data
source: (Thewindpower, 2020).
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their turbine designs, these innovations had a substantial impact

on wind deployment and the global economy.

Efficiency in refrigerators

Refrigerators and freezers account for ~7% of the total

electricity usage in U.S. homes, or 105 billion kilowatt-hours

and 74 million metric tons of CO2 annually (EIA, 2020; Energy

Star Portfolio Manager, 2020). Historically, the bulk of this

electricity demand has driven vapor compression to achieve

cooling with a single compressor, evaporator, and condenser.

This design unavoidably mixes air between the fresh food and

freezer compartments, causing fresh food to lose moisture that

forms frost on the evaporator coil. Inadequate or over-cooling

degrades food preservation quality and is difficult to prevent with

a single evaporator, which cannot simultaneously accommodate

the different cooling requirements for the two separate

compartments. Two evaporators with a post-condenser valve

system allows each evaporator and heat exchanger to receive the

correct amount of flow for the cooling load, while increasing

energy efficiency (see Figure 5). However, dual-evaporator

systems driven by two compressors (i.e., two separate vapor

compression systems) require extra components, driving up

production costs.

Higher costs may be unacceptable to manufacturers, who

already have low margins from most refrigerator sales.

Consumers are especially price sensitive when purchasing a

refrigerator and may be unwilling to pay a premium for

increased energy efficiency, opting instead to pay more for

such design features as extra compartments or embedded

touchscreens. These market forces incentivize manufacturers

to invest enough into efficiency R&D to meet minimum

efficiency standards, but little more. In this way, efficiency

innovations may be driven more by minimum standards

requirements than direct consumer demand. Figure 6 shows

the annual energy use over time for units sold in a given year and

highlights the step-like nature corresponding with new

minimum efficiency standards.

Whirlpool Corporation and DOE began work on a single-

compressor, dual-evaporator system in 2014 as part of a DOE

initiative to increase appliance efficiency. Funded by the

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), Oak

Ridge National Lab (ORNL) provided R&D resources and

staffing in collaboration with Whirlpool. A cooperative

R&D agreement allowed Whirlpool access to ORNL

modeling tools and advanced experimental facilities to assist

in the design, validation, and prototyping of this new

technology while retaining ownership of the intellectual

property. The team was able to demonstrate an advanced

refrigerator design with more than 50% energy reduction

per unit volume (as compared to the 2001 federal minimum

efficiency standard), with a cost increase of less than $100. The

innovation led to a family of 14 patents for Whirlpool and

enabled the company to meet new minimum efficiency

standards (Energy Gov, 2020b).

Key Findings: The refrigerator efficiency case study typifies a

successful commercialization pathway driven by alignment

between regulatory constraints and R&D priorities. In this

case, the government collaborated with an established

company through cooperative research agreements utilizing

government research models and facilities. The progress in

refrigerator efficiency mandated by standards and achieved by

Whirlpool’s dual-evaporator technology spurred other

companies to develop similar systems to meet the minimum

efficiency requirements, until more R&D could be done on other

components such as compressors and insulation materials. As

those components achieved cost-competitiveness with the dual-

evaporator system, a diversity of solutions to comply with

standards emerged. Dual evaporator systems are still

present on modern day refrigerators, primarily on higher-

end units where cost is already at a premium level; lower-

end models are simply equipped with higher efficiency and

less complex components with advanced adaptive

compressors emerging as a technology for highly efficient

temperature control. The dual-stage evaporator thus served

to satisfy the needs of the first-market conditions set by

regulatory policy, and in turn compelled additional R&D of

components that met similar needs with reduced complexity

and cost.

FIGURE 5
Dual evaporator flow and component diagram (Adapted from
US Patent 9285161B2).
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Fuel cells for material handling equipment

Fuel cells can provide electricity via redox chemistry for

stationary, transportation, and portable power applications.

DOE has invested in hydrogen fuel cell research since the

early 1990s, when successful fuel cell applications (such as in

spacecraft and satellites) were too costly for commercial

products. Today, large-scale follow-on investment occurs

worldwide (Hydrogen Society of Australia, 2020). This

case study focuses on fuel cells deployed in forklift and

other material handling equipment (MHE) and consider

the unique compatibility of this niche market for the

technology.

The “captive” nature of MHE fleets made them a practical fit

as a first-commercialization target for fuel cells in transportation

applications. Integrators forgo the need for a large network of

hydrogen refueling stations across the country, opting instead for

one location within a warehouse facility. Historically, gasoline-,

propane-, or diesel-fueled engines powered MHE for outdoor

operations while lead acid batteries powered indoor applications

where emissions must be controlled. Lead acid battery-powered

MHE exhibit performance issues at low charge, requires long

charging and cool down times that can disrupt warehouse

throughput, and have limitations in cold environments like

refrigerated warehouses. Fuel-cell-powered MHE resolves

these issues, as fuel cells do not emit harmful air pollutants or

carbon dioxide at the point of operation, and they work in cold

environments without degradation of performance (Figure 7).

These attributes can lead to reduction of labor costs associated

with changing and recharging batteries by as much as 80% while

also eliminating the need for battery rooms, shrinking the

infrastructure footprint by 75% (Ramsden, 2013).

As potential entrants to this niche market in the late 2000s,

fuel cell MHEs made a strong case for displacing lead acid

battery-powered MHEs. Other emerging power technologies

such as lithium-ion batteries were not yet price competitive.

At the time, hybrid electric vehicle lithium-ion batteries needed a

3–5x cost decrease to achieve wide commercialization (FY, 2009;

Annual Progress Report for Energy Storage R&D, 2009). In 2009,

funding from ARRA enabled a large-scale fuel cell MHE

demonstration. Through competitive awards with industry,

DOE deployed hundreds of hydrogen fuel-cell-powered lift

trucks along with supporting systems (fueling infrastructure,

data collection and analysis, and operator training). The U.S.

Department of Defense also deployed 100 fuel-cell-powered lift

trucks at three centers and an army base. A detailed analysis

conducted by NREL documented the techno-economics of fuel

FIGURE 6
Average annual electricity use of new refrigerator-freezers and freezers. Data sources: (Rosenfeld, 1999; Energy Conservation Standards for
Residential Refrigerators, Refrigerator-Freezers, and Freezers, 2010; AHAM, 2018).

FIGURE 7
Fuel-cell-powered forklifts in a Sysco warehouse in Houston,
where they operated in part in a refrigerated environment.
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cell MHE, summarizing the conditions where the technology was

cost competitive (Ramsden, 2013).

Throughout the 2010s, guidance and education originating

from ARRA deployment and follow-on work led to the

integration of 40,000 MH E units within the industry (John,

2021). At the same time, technology competitors surged and

the cost of lithium-ion batteries decreased beyond projections

(89% since 2010) (BloombergNEF, 2021). Additionally, these

batteries’ recharge speed increased, and they gained acceptance

in a variety of markets. Comparisons continued to show fuel cells’

utility for refueling in high throughput applications compared to

similar fast charging batteries such as lithium-ion (Cano et al.,

2018). In the last year, some MHE manufacturers that had

announced production manufacturing of fuel cell forklifts

have pivoted to advertising forklifts that work with lithium-

ion battery technology for similar use cases. The opening of the

MHE market to new innovations created by fuel cell forklifts

helped spawn further electrification of MHEs and interest from

industry in converting to cleaner technologies (Nuvera, 2021).

Key Findings: The fuel cell MHE case study demonstrates all

three approaches for commercialization success, including

collaboration between private industry and publicly funded

research testing opportunities (e.g., ARRA DoD

demonstration), R&D advancing technology performance that

could meet market requirements, and technology that had

performance advantages in time for addressable opportunities.

In this case, the government support for research continued

through full-scale demonstration funding and direct

procurement of early commercial technologies for private and

government facilities. Ultimately, MHEs powered by fuel cell

technology achieved an overlap of technology readiness and

market opportunity, demonstrating energy density, fast

refueling, and fuel storage capacities that exceeded

performances by competitive contemporary alternative

technologies.

Generalized commercialization
approaches for energy
decisionmakers

Although the four case studies have distinct technologies and

stakeholders, they also have common approaches that influenced

the technologies’ commercial successes, described below, and

summarized in Figure 8. These approaches are relevant for all

stakeholders interested in future innovation related to energy. In

particular, success depended on a combination of three

approaches, and while these have been mentioned in the

literature, their application to energy technology R&D has not

been made explicit until now. Also noted are key distinctions

between market contexts for the four technologies.

First, technology development and commercialization

depend on technology fit with research infrastructure and

public-private partnership models. Each case study featured

collaboration between the private sector and a research

institution with critical shared infrastructure supported by an

innovation ecosystem. Private sector technology developers

leveraged government funding in research capabilities,

FIGURE 8
Graphical summary of common approaches and key distinctions across four case studies of first commercialization.
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including testing facilities, standards, and independent analysts.

Large energy test facilities are beyond the resources of many

companies, especially those in a nascent industry (e.g., PV and

wind in the late 1990s). Likewise, field validation and consensus

standards often emerge from efforts no company can pursue on

its own. In these cases, government often has an important role as

a steward of shared resources—physical and informational—that

are required for progress. Our findings indicate that at this stage,

open access to intellectual property may benefit a nascent

industry most broadly. For pre-commercial energy

technologies, the long time horizons and competitive

challenges mean that it is often necessary to identify and

develop shared-use facilities and standards to meet needs

through many unexpected technology and market

developments. Because public agencies can take risks that

private entities cannot, the government is often the first

investor in any innovative area; these investments both de-risk

and leverage private capital aimed at commercialization. Industry

leaders who successfully engage government often begin

collaborating on pre-commercial technology, followed by

independent innovation that differentiates their companies’

products. Such strategies require significant knowledge of

government programs, flexibility in contracting, and strong

relationships among individual researchers. For example, with

wind blade improvements, technologists collaborated across

multiple institutions and companies within an open

innovation ecosystem to share or discard ideas, stimulating

rapid iteration to overcome technical hurdles. In other cases,

individual companies collaborated more independently with

government resources, as with the development of dual-

evaporator systems for refrigerators.

The second area of commonality among the case studies was

a high degree of alignment between government regulations,

R&D priorities, and market forces. With extensive stakeholder

input, government leaders and program managers publish

strategic objectives (e.g., increase energy efficiency) and

technical targets aimed at specific priorities to incent

innovation. Given higher tolerance for technology risk in

government than the private sector, program managers can

follow a correspondingly longer path for commercialization.

These paths may have a commercialization endpoint identified

(e.g., PV panel cost per watt target) or related technology

performance targets (e.g., seeking materials with fuel cell

properties before reduction to practice), and often require

revision in response to technological and external

developments. In areas where there is a national objective

(e.g., efficiency of refrigerators) but insufficient consumer

demand to drive change, government programs may support

meeting regulations and standards and enabling industry

innovation through access to research and testing capabilities.

Each case study technology catered to a specific target market

that was in turn responsive to policy, regulation, economics,

environment, and manufacturer needs. Fit between product and

market is a well-established success factor, and clean energy and

energy efficient technologies are no exception. However, unlike

most consumer products where the market fit is to consumer

demand, clean and efficient energy technologies must also meet

specific economic and regulatory requirements, often while

contributing toward government or societal objectives noted

above.

Finally, each case study found compatibility between time

scales required for R&D, product development, and addressable

opportunities, including a degree of serendipity. Building on

years of fundamental research, funding for later-stage

technologies focused on demonstration and commercialization

based on market requirements for success. Early development

decisions addressed constraints such as environmental health,

manufacturability, customer price sensitivity, and demand for

drop-in solutions. The case studies profiled various timing

compatibilities based on the stage of technology acceptance

and market readiness. Highly efficient turbine blades and thin

film solar PV advanced fundamentally new technologies, timed

with increasing demand for low-emission energy sources—a

high-risk market approach rewarded with rapidly increasing

sales of renewable energy technologies. While less

conspicuous, fuel cells and dual evaporators had performance

advantages versus incumbents (e.g., reduced fueling time for

MHE and increased efficiency across multiple cooling loads

for refrigeration). These advantages led to inclusion in

established products that have been viable first markets, and,

as with any technology, further growth depends on overcoming

increasing competition.

The diverse cases revealed a key distinction between new

power generation technologies versus those that create

incremental efficiency or energy source changes. Electricity

suppliers have widely adopted the core energy generation

technologies (thin film photovoltaic cells and efficient wind

turbine blades), and these technologies continue to find

success in the market. The dual-stage refrigeration evaporators

and fuel cells for MHEs achieved lower market penetration as

individual technologies. Instead, their development instigated an

opening of the market to a multitude of options for cleaner or

more efficient energy within their target technology. There are

multiple explanations for this difference. First, there are national

incentives and sub-national mandates for adoption of renewable

power generation that do not exist for other technologies.

Moreover, first commercialization of end-use technologies

often introduces consumer-focused features (such as better

food preservation or reduced equipment downtime) with

efficiency improvements receiving lower priority.

Conclusions and policy implications

Commercialization pathways of energy technologies are as

diverse as research fields and markets themselves. Each case
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involved an appropriate set of research policy tools for the

stage of the technology development and the partners. Thin-

film solar developed through decades of research funding

and was enabled through standardized testing protocols.

Wind blades improved through a government-convened

innovation network and shared research facilities. Advances

in refrigeration efficiency emerged from collaboration between

government researchers and a motivated established company.

Fuel cell equipment launched through direct procurement

support after years of government funded technology

research. While the specific approaches varied, these diverse

case studies did allow generalizable conclusions for both the

private and government sector.

Successful private sector decision makers have a deep

knowledge of the technology as well as the market and

relevant policies, and their strategies account for all these

arenas. Leaders at successful companies take advantage of

available research infrastructure, including opportunities

for cost share and access to shared knowledge or other

assets. The timing of such opportunities lends an element

of serendipity to commercialization that favors technologies

and organizations that are well-prepared, for example

through familiarity with resources and priorities of

research agencies, government regulators, and other

stakeholders.

Government research program managers and policy makers

have an array of policy tools to support first commercialization of

technologies, although they should be applied differently based

on the technology and opportunity. Research funding, shared-

use facilities, technology targets, open innovation, and

deployment incentives can create the success factors for new

energy generating technologies. Regulations, standards, testing,

and demonstrations enable advancement in efficiency and

powering existing technologies. Every case relied on mission-

driven, personalized engagement between government and other

stakeholders—in industry, academia, standards-development

organizations, and others—that informed ambitious but

realistic strategic targets and forged partnerships around them.

Together, these elements were essential to creating the first

commercialization at the right time. They also establish a self-

reinforcing cycle, where successful projects lead both to

technology and market impact, and also encourage further

engagement between stakeholders and government. R&D

agencies have encouraged such cycles for solid-state lighting

(National Academies of Sciences, 2017; National Research

Council (2013), geothermal energy (Burr, 2000), and in other

cases.

This policy and practice review paper and similar business

case studies highlight the need for a new approach to

understanding success factors for commercialization.

Commercialization and related industrial policy case studies

are largely historical, retrospectively collecting data and

conducting interviews to extract findings. A future approach

for government and industry research program managers would

be a proactive longitudinal study that would start with defining a

set of measurable inputs and success metrics to be applied during

research on a diverse portfolio of energy technologies. These data

would be collected periodically and interviews with researchers

and various stakeholders would be recorded in real-time,

indexed, and archived. Over a decade or more of the

technologies’ development through either failure, stagnation,

or first commercialization, a set of analyzable information

would become available to quantitatively model and

statistically assess for common definable conditions for

success. Ideally, the information might also be used to identify

the preparedness needed to take advantage of serendipity to

make the leap from research to successful energy product.

The case studies presented here demonstrate that productive

interactions between innovative businesses and government have

led repeatedly to successful first commercialization of clean

energy and energy efficiency technologies. Together, they

reveal generalized approaches to new research and interaction

with industries comprising the clean energy economy. Future

longitudinal and structured cross-cutting studies of energy

technology research programs could further enable successful

investment and commercialization of advanced energy

technologies.
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